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The innovative mobile operating system developed by google is called Android. This mobile OS is
used in cell phones, smart phones and tablets. Android software which is developed by google is
based on the kernel software. Smart phones and tablets powered by Android OS is fast catching up
in the market as it is easy to use and there are many free apps which can be installed in an Android
operated phone.

The Android OS is considered to be an advanced operating system that supports flash and other
scripts. The Android OS is an open source OS which allows the users to add their own version or
application to the OS. The source code is easily available and a person who has prior knowledge on
operating system can create a separate application that can be executed through the android OS.
The latest Agasio dropad a8 is running on the latest android operating system. Itâ€™s similar to the
herotab C8. Sporting a 7" Capactive Multi-touch Display and a 1Ghz Samsung S5PV210 Cortex A8
processor.

Moreover, android is very adaptive of using external hardware and ports. Almost all of the android
tablets is available with inbuilt usb ports which allows you to connect external hardrive or pen drive.
This is a major advantage as other major operating system do not give you the luxury of these kind
of options.

A minor setback is for people who have tablets that came with earlier version of android. The latest
version of android is easy to use and works like a charm. But people who have the earlier versions
of android need not to worry. They can simply download the latest android version in your tablets
which will be free of minor bugs that was detected in the earlier versions.

The android OS may not be a very attractive operating system like others but the USP of the
android os is its usability and practicality. It is also one of the best operating systems which in
flexible and allows you to use to third party applications without any restrictions. Moreover, there
huge number of third party applications that is particularly available for android tablets.  All these
things join together makes android the best operating system.

Moreover, as it is an open source operating systems you can very well test the application
developed by you using the android OS unlike other major operating systems where you need to
seek permission to test or add the application you developed to their platform. Now itâ€™s no wonder
that android os is fast catching up as the best OS.
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Bernard - About Author:
If you are looking to purchase a tablet with android OS then Agasio a dropad a8 is the best pick. It is
similar to herotab c8. Kindly visit the website a http://agasio.com/ to get more information.
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